5-9 HB7X

HB7X is an economical type handset, with simple shape, it operates up to 4 actuators and is mainly
used in electrical home beds and hospital beds.
Features：
 Up to 4 actuators, buttons up to 8
 Ergonomic and elegant design, easily operated by both left-and right-handers
 Tactile Tactual switches secure long lifetime
 Protection class: IP54
 Easy to disassemble and repair
 Hook for easy placement
 Color: Gray-white
 Can used with ACP
Options：
 Trendelenburg (Front and back)
 Tilting (Left and right)
 S straight cable
 Choose 90° Din-plug, can be used with CB03 and CB06

HB7X Ordering Example：
HB7 3 + C 0
FRONT COVER
0：STANDARD
1：Back /* Up and down/ Leg/ *Trendelenburg
01：Back /* Up and down/ Leg/ *Trendelenburg (For ACP)
02：STANDARD + Back and Leg simultaneous movement
*Up and down：2 actuators move the same direction
* Trendelenburg： 2actuators move the opposite direction)
* Back and leg simultaneous movement ：2 actuators move the same direction

CABLE
L：20CM COILED CABLE + 1M STRAIGHT CABLE (9 cores, for CB03&CB06) ★
C：30CM COILED CABLE + 1M STRAIGHT CABLE (9cores)
S：20CM COILED CABLE + 1M STRAIGHT CABLE (7 cores, for CB03&CB06)

COLOR
–：Black (Min. Order 500pcs)
+：Gray-white
NO. OF CHANNELS
1: 1 CHANNEL
2: 2CHANNELS
3: 3 CHANNELS
4: 4CHANNELS
HANDSET TYPE HB7X
The 「★」signal is for special specification..
Dimension：
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HB7X Front Cover

Notice：
 Up to 8 buttons, operating up to 4 actuators
 Can be used with ACP
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